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DRUM LANGUAGES AND THEIR MESSAGES
INTRODUCTION
Before the electrical telegraph and the shortwave
radio, members of the European community relied to a
great degree on the semaphone.

The semaphone was not

only an expensive system but also a cumbersome one.

It

was necessary to set up stations and then position large
wooden arms on the top of towers.

The wooden arms were

placed in certain configurations to represent letters of
the alphabet.

Concurrently, members of Black Africa developed a
medium for sending messages.
to communicate at a distance.

This medium enabled people
They did not have to con-

cern themselves with periodical changes in the ionosphere
or terrain problems.
nor expensive.

This system was neither cumbersome

Instead, this medium allowed the African

to relay messages from one village to another without the
worry of interception.

The only possible receivers of

the message or messages were those individuals who made
up the homogenous language community.

The channel of communication used was the drum.

The

drum enabled people to communicate at a distance of 10
miles and sometimes greater, depending on the time of day
and the activities in the villages.
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The messages sent on the drum were in codal form.

One could not decipher the message unless he or she had
a command of the particular tonal language.

This in and

of itself did not guarantee an ability to decode the drum
language.

An individual had to also be familiar with

stereotyped phrases that were presented in tonal form.

This paper proposes to demonstrate that drum languages are a sophisticated form of communication that are
of educational value.

By analyzing drum messages, one

can begin to understand the way different groups of people categorize and interpret experience.
Chapter 1 was written to determine if messages on
the drum were in language form.

Having established this

with the use of Charles Hockett's design features, I
decided to challenge Theodore Stern's statement that drum
messages were abridgments, not encoding systems.

This

seemed necessary, for if I were to propose that drum talk
was a language, it was important to establish that it was
in codal form.

After this authentication, a discussion ensued about
its form.

The intent was to suggest that drum languages

are public languages, restrictive in nature, but poetic in
composition.

This was done by using Chomsky's definition

of casual and poetic language and by using Basil
Bernstein's interpretation of public versus private languages.

Having established that drum languages were in fact
languages, it seemed reasonable to demonstrate how they
were based on individual tonal languages.

A general dis-

cussion of tonal language then occurred.

The purpose of Chapter 4 was to show that drums
were in fact speaking.

Before something can be considered

a speech surrogate, it must be proved that some sound making apparatus closely approximates the spoken word.

In

this chapter, I elaborated on techniques for building the
drums, as well as rituals involved in making the drums and
methods of drumming.

Chapter 5 was assembled to demonstrate that communication was in fact occurring.

It had been noted that the

drum was speaking a language; however, little mention had
been made of the actual act of communication and its purpose of allocating roles, expressing social control and
carrying out the entire social process.
Chapter 6, the final chapter, is an attempt to do an

ethnography of communication.

Components of speech events

were isolated and analyzed by using the sociolinguistic

acronym "speaking." A speech event was given in its
original form and then it was investigated in anthropological terms.
messages.
taken.

Conclusions were drawn about the various

It should be noted that an etic approach was

DRUM LANGUAGE

I.

It has been proposed that "language is a communication
system that is capable of transmitting new information"
(Lieberman 1975:6) and that this system has as its elements
"arbitrary vocal symbols used for human communication."
(Wardhaugh 1972:3)

The word system is employed, for it

is asserted that language could not be imbibed or used if
it were not systematic.
are sound and meaning.

The constituents of every language
There are a select number of sounds

in a language, and certain variations of these sounds elicit meanings.

Also, the symbols used in the process of

communication are arbitrary, that is one can't predict
which specific features will be revealed in an unheard
language.

The symbols are uttered, for the primary instru-

ment of spoken language is sound.

Most symbols have no

connection between the sounds that people use and the
article to which these sounds relate.
Charles Hockett, a linguist with a Platonian approach,

claims that human beings are the only creatures that have
language.

He suggests that there are seven design fea-

tures of human language that set it apart from animal
communication.

productivity

The components he establishes are:

duality,

arbitrariness, interchangeability, special-

ization, displacement and cultural transmission.
(Wardhaugh 1972)

The first of these design features is duality.

By

duality of language, he means that in language there are
two subsystems, sound and meaning, or, in other words, a
cenematic structure and a pleramatic structure.

The cene-

matic structure allows one to construct words and the
pleramatic subsystem allows one to construct sentences.
The equivalent in speech of the ceneme is the phoneme and
of the plereme is the morpheme.

In order to have duality,

a system must build its message from unrelated subunits.

For example, a gibbon has a pronounced call, however, it
is not pleramatically structured.
therefore exhibit duality.

The gibbon does not

(Linden 1976)

Productivity pertains to the ability of an animal to
"generate and understand an infinite number of messages
from a finite number of meaningful units."

(Linden 1975)

Hockett mentions that a speaker of a language provides a
stage for emitting messages that have never been heard
before or sent before.

The messages are unique.

Syntac-

tic rules allow the speaker to devise novel, heterogenous
and complicated spoken messages.

For example, words can

be substituted within a sentence frame to either amplify
the given information or rid itself of unnecessary repetition.

Various animals are said to lack this versatility.

Their calls are from a fixed repertoire.

They do not

appear to have the ability to distinguish differences or
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similarities in utterances, consequently, they are not

capable of producing new sounds.

Some animals do appear

to have the ability to combine a new signal from part of
an old.

They are said to produce new sounds.

animals, however, do not exhibit duality.

These same

(Wardhaugh 1972)

A third design feature discussed by Hockett is that
of arbitrariness.

If the plereme and its meaning show no

obvious affinity or connection, the pleremets meaning is
arbitrary.

However, if the plereme signifies its meaning,

it is iconic.

(Linden 1976)

The feature of interchangeability mentioned by Hockett
means that a being can be both an initiator and receiver
of messages.
world.

This is not always the case in the animal

Certain birds and fish have sex restricted types

of communication.

There are certain calls that males

possess that females dontt.

(Wardhaugh 1972)

Hockettts feature of displacement purports that an
animal communicating can make reference to real or fictitious matters in time.

"The key features in its ante-

cedents and consequences are removed from the time and
place of its transmission."

(Linden 1976:142)

Another design feature is that of specialization.
a message itself does not cause a certain behavior or
reaction, it is said to be specialized.

For example, if

a threat is expressed, the victimized party may demonstrate certain physical responses like heavy breathing.

If

These consequences have nothing to do with the spoken
words themselves.

(Linden 1976)

By cultural transmission, the seventh and final
feature, Hockett is referring to teaching and imitation.

The ability to acquire a language is genetically determined, but a particular language is only learned if information about it has been culturally transferred.
information is then imitated by others.

The

(Wardhaugh 1972)

Hockett's design features have been criticized by
others who take a Darwinian approach.

These same indi-

viduals have, however, used his features as a guideline
to determine if language is occurring.

It seems appro-

priate, therefore, to apply these categories to a specialized form of communication, namely drum talk.

Drum

talk is based on individual tonal languages, and as a
result all the characteristically human language attributes can be applied to the base languages.

All seven

attributes also manifest themselves in drum communication.
The drum languages have sound (tone) and these tones
have meaning when put together in a certain sequence.

A

sequence of tones can stand alone to represent a base
utterance.

The following is an example.

(Carrington

1969:20)
0

alambaka boili
alambaka boili

P

A

AA

he watched the river bank
he boiled his mother-in-law

An infinite number of messages can be generated from
a finite number of units.
various patterns.

The units or tonemes form

To avoid ambiguity, these patterns

are usually stereotyped phrases.

A good drummer knows,

however, how to invent others that will be immediately
understood by the listeners.

Certain syntactic rules are

followed, as in the base utterance, but the repertoire is
not fixed.

Interchangeability could occur, however, it usually
doesn't.

Any human being, regardless of his or her sex,

is capable of learning to drum.

Women and men alike are

receivers, but among most groups the men are the drummers.
There are women in certain cultures who are not allowed
to even touch the drumsticks and/or the drum.
Drum language is specialized.

The tones played do

not elicit a reaction that is directly related to them.
Certain behaviors are triggered as a result of the message
but these behaviors are not a reaction to the tones themselves.

Hockett's sixth feature, displacement, is also satisfied.

Events can be communicated that are not related to

the present reality.

For example, it is possible to drum

a message about a future activity.

Drumming is culturally transmitted, thus Hockett's
seventh feature is applicable.

The art of drumming is a

highly sophisticated form that involves a great deal of
mechanical skill, as well as serious study.

At an early

age, the prospective drummer begins to practice the art,

using either two differently pitched pieces of wood with
two small clubs or a fairly thick bamboo stem.

If the

bamboo stem is utilized it is made into a miniature talking drum by making a longitudinal slit and hollowing out
the interior.

Learning the drum language consists of committing
to memory the words of a large number of stereotyped
phrases.

It means being able to decode the phrases when

their tonal patterns are drummed.

The study of drumming

was at one time highly formalized among the Lokele of
Zaire.

Regular classes in drum signaling were part of

the school curriculum.

(Carrington 1949)

Finally, it can be demonstrated that Hockett's
design feature of arbitrariness is also applicable.

The

drum imitates speech; therefore, it can be labeled a
speech surrogate.

The imitation is, however, related to

a particular tonal language.

The tonal language in turn

has a reference or "denotata significata."

The relation-

ship between the symbols of the tonal language and the
reference is arbitrary.

The relationship between the

tonal language and the drum language is not arbitrary.

The tones of the drum language are iconic representations
of the symbols of the base utterance.

They are not icons
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of the reference.

Drum language can then be said to be

iconic of the phonological structure, but not of the
semantic structure.

Sign language, in contrast, is some-

times iconic of the semantic structure.

To further elab-

orate on this point, it is necessary to formulate a clear
distinction between symbols, signs and icons.
For any given language, the correlation between a
particular word of the language and that for which the
word is a substitute is both arbitrary and customary.
In the historical development of
language, particular objects or
events were signified by specific
sound patterns.
Once established
this particular vocal gesture began to serve as a substitute
stimulus, that is a sign.
As
usage persisted it became conventional, that is, there developed
an institutional practice to respond to the particular noise by
internally experiencing objects
of this type. We designate a
sign or gesture that is both arbitrary and conventional as a
(DeFleur 1966:87)
symbol.
In a symbolic relationship, the symbol is able to suggest
reality.

In an iconic relation, the icon is able to represent in miniature the reality.

The receivers of the

message must do little decoding, for they are reacting
toward the icon as if it were the real thing, even though
they perceive it as not the reality.

For example, the

iconic form of writing is the pictograph.

This shows
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people and objects with little distortion.

The represen-

tations are smaller than life and lack a third dimensional
quality.

Theodore Stern suggests that drum languages are
really iconic representations of specific tonal language.
He notes that the tones represented are the icons of the
symbols and that when they are drummed they are reacted
to as if they were the signs of the symbols.

The trans-

mitted message, therefore, bears a relationship to the
sound features of the base utterance.

He refers to this

form of communication as an abridging system rather than
an encoding system.

He notes that an abridging system is

frequently simpler than an encoding system, for it preserves part of its phonemic qualities.

Stern suggests

that a code like that of the Morse undergoes encoding
because there is no similarity between the signs and the
sound features it represents.

(Stern 1957:488)

In order to totally understand the distinction made,
a discussion of codes is needed.

An elaboration of this

point is also important to the premise of this paper.

If

drum talk is to be considered a language, encoding must
occur, for language is in reality a series of codes.

Codes operate on linguistic units like words and
suprasegmentals, phrases, etc.
be of variable length.

The plaintext groups can

Ciphers, on the other hand, have
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as their basic unit the letter.
text units of regular length.

They operate on plainBoth can go through a pro-

cess of transformation or substitution.

If a plaintext

is taken through these transformations, the result is the
ciphertext or codetext.
is the cryptogram.

The final message that is sent

One can only decipher or decode it if

he or she possesses the key to reverse the transformations
or substitutions.

In drum talk, the icons of symbols or the pitch
phonemes are subjected to transformation.

In drum talk,

sememes are encoded into lexemes, lexemes into morphemes,

morphemes into phonemes and pitch phonemes into other
pitch phonemes.

The reverse process occurs in decoding

drum talk into meaning.

The plaintext in this context

can be thought of as the tones of a word in a particular
tonal language.

The codetext, then, is the sequence of

tones that when arranged in a certain sequence has meaning.

To help illustrate a plaintext that has undergone

transformation, it is necessary to view a word like
LLL

(manioc).

The tonal value or pitch phonemes of

this word undergo transformation.
as LLLLHLLLLHL.

Lomata is thus expressed

This can be translated to mean, "the

manioc remains in the deserted garden."

(Carrington 1949)

Drum talk is, therefore, not an abridging system, but
an encoding system.

It is not a simplification of the
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base language.

The tonal patterns of characteristic short

phrases are encoded, not the individual words.

It is

almost never possible to transmit a thought or sentence
from speech directly.

Many words in each language have

the same tonal patterns.

They are thus distinguished

from one another only when they are accompanied on the
drum or drums by other words which together can produce
a relatively distinct pattern.

The phrases are thus

decoded when the tonal patterns are drummed.
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II.

STYLE AND NATURE OF THE LANGUAGE

The public language is usually referred to as a mode
of speech that has a rigid syntactical structure.

The

structural possibilities for sentence organization are
limited.

"It is a form of condensed speech in which cer-

tain meanings are restricted and the possibility of their
elaboration is reduced.

The structural organization and

syntax are highly predictable."

(Bernstein 1972:252)

Drum language can be viewed as a public language that
has a poetic form.

It is a language that can only be

fully understood by those who share the drummer's cultural background.

The utterances consist of attaching

mostly stereotypical phrases to designate a referent.
Most of the utterances are short, fast and fluent.
The language has a poetic form, for it can be ascertained that the elements of everyday spoken language have
been arranged and modified.

Chomsky has noted that "the

only difference between casual language and poetic language lies in the former giving subject to systematic and
rigorous description, whereas the latter deviates or shows
various degrees of deviation from the linguistic norm."
(Stankiewiez 1960:70)

In poetic language, the given message has deviated
from the norm in one of two ways.

First, the message may

include features that do not occur elsewhere or are
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phrased differently.

According to Chomsky, the speaker

of any language has a competence in the language or an
intuitive knowledge of the abstract patterns of the language and its rules.

He or she is therefore in a posi-

tion to manipulate the phonemic patterns and the grammatical patterns of the language.

Chomsky

further states

that any discourse can be described in terms of its grammaticalness and that poetry can be characterized in terms
of the density of its ungrammatical sequence.

(Saporta

1960:92)

Secondly, there may be certain additional restrictions on the message.

These restrictions may go beyond

those of general grammar.

An example of an additional

restricted element is that of rhyme.

When a feature like

rhyme, which is optional in the spoken code, becomes
obligatory in the poetic code, this feature is relevant
to the style of the discourse.

(Stankiewiez 1960:76)

Also typical in poetic language, is the violation of
selection restrictions.

The given phrase may be grammati-

cal, but the speaker of the language deems the expression
unacceptable.

For example, in English, a verb like

"to frighten" must be followed by an object that is
animate.

Therefore, when this particular verb is followed

by an object that is not animate the sentence is grammatical but unacceptable.

The selection restriction forbids
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a word like "falsehood" to succeed "frighten."

Also, an

expression like "sincerity frightens in the morning" is
unacceptable.

This statement violates the selection

restriction in casual language.

It is, however, a common

occurrence in poetry.

With drum language, the very requirement of rational
intelligibility calls for the employment of poetic forms.

Because many words have the same tone, it is exceedingly
useful to expand the context of the word with a paraphrastic formula such as a proverb.

Also, the lexical

items which are utilized in this poetic medium are sometimes archaic or obsolete.

This is a purposeful, artis-

tically exploited device that is frequently found in
poetry.

For example, among the Lokele of Zaire, wife is

drummed LHHLLLL for the phrase "bokali la balanga."
The present day spoken word for wife is "wali."

It is

probable that "bokali" is an older form of the present
day "wali."

"Balanga" means yams, therefore the drum name

emphasizes a womanis culinary duties--"the woman with yams."
To further illustrate, LLL HLL H is drummed for the phrase
"bokokowa olondo" which can be translated to mean "the log
of tile bolondo tree."

Actually, the red wood from which

the Lokele drum is made is not the bolondo tree.

It is

possible that Lokele drums were originally made of this
wood before the discovery of the superior wele tree.
drum word had already become stereotyped.

Th

(Carrington 1969)
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It can be ascertained that verbal forms also have
poetic forms.

Thus, instead of saying "he has returned"

the poetic drum speech says "assoinola batindi mbisa,
assooinola bakolo mbisa" or LHLLHELHHHLLHLLHHLLH.

This

can be translated to mean "he has brought back his legs."
Similarly, for he has arrived, the drum says "he has put
his legs down." (Carrington 1969)

To further elaborate on these poetic forms, it is
necessary to peruse a message.

In spoken Kele, the message

goes like this:

bosongo atoya ko nda bokenge wasu eleinge, efaka,
balia la toala ko nda ndake yande
The English equivalent is:
The missionary is corning up river to our village
tomorrow. Bring water and firewood to his house.

If the message is transmitted by drum the tonal equivalent
of the following occurs:

bosongo olimo ko nda likonda
was lokasa lwa lonjwa
atoya likolo ato a likola
ko nda likelenge liboko
lia ka la iso
yaku yaku yaku yaku
yatikeke balia ba lekeila
yatikeke tokolokolo twa toala
ko nda nda keya tumbe elundu likolo
ya bosongo olimo ko nda lokonda
wa lokasa lwa lonjwa
This message can be translated to mean:
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white man spirit from the forest
of the leaf used for roofs
come up river, come up river
when tomorrow has risen
on high in the sky
to the town and the village
of us
come, come, come, come
bring water of lekeila vine
bring sticks of firewood
to the house with shingles high up above
of the white man spirit from the forest
of the leaf used for roofs
(Carrington 1969:54)

It should be apparent from the above example that
the poetic discourse not only reflects the life of the
speech community, but also acts as an educational tool
for teaching customs and traditional culture.

A former

Belgian government official summarizes this attitude in
the following passage.

In my opinion, these phrases are full
of interest for anyone who wishes to
become properly acquainted with the
mentality of the native peoples. They
can help in understanding ideas and
customs which to us appear inexplicable and can provide us with unexpected
and hitherto unknown points of view.
(Carrington 1969:38)
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III.

WHAT IS A TONAL LANGUAGE

In order to develop an appreciation for drum 1
guage, an understanding of tonal languages is necessary.
It is the specific tonal language that becomes the plaintext for the new code.

Kenneth Pike, an outstanding researcher of such languages, has concluded that "tone language is a language
having lexically significant contrastive but relative
pitch on each syllable."

(Pike 1948:3)

He further

explains his definition by defining what he means by lexically significant pitch, contrastive pitch, relative pitch,
and syllable pitch.

According to Pike, lexically significant pitch is
pitch that distinguishes the meaning of words.

Contras-

tive pitch is pitch that is kept different or separate
from another pitch in the immediate context.

Relative

pitch means that the relative height of tonemes is important and not their actual pitch.

Syllable pitch refers

to the idea that each syllable of a tone language carries
at least one significant pitch unit and that frequently
there is a correlation between the number of tonemes and
the number of syllables in a word.

He clearly states that

there are some languages, however, that have more than one
toneme in a syllable.

Mazeteco language.

The

example given is in the

Here a one syllable word like "ti"
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which means bowl, consists of a low toneme number four
and a much higher number two toneme.

These two tonemes

do not constitute a single rising toneme.

(Pike 1948)

Pikers definition has been criticized by William
Welmers, a noted scholar on African tonal languages.

He

suggests that Pike is wrong in stating that there must be
a lexically significant tone on every syllable and goes
on to give an example.

He maintains that in Mandarin

Chinese there are tones on every syllable, but some of
the syllables can be analyzed as toneless.

This is be-

cause the pitch of a given syllable may be conditioned
by a preceding tone.

Also, in certain African languages,

a tone may be assigned to a scope of two or more syllables.
Welmers also notes that tones are not always lexically
significant.

For example, an affix may have a tone

ascribed to it, but this tone is conditioned by the tone
of the stem alone.

Also, tone may have a grammatical

function rather than lexical function.

If this is the

case, it is used only to distinguish different grammatical
constructions.

(Welmers 1973)

Westermann and Ward would agree with Welmerst con-

clusions for they state that a tone language makes a particular use of pitch as an element of speech and that
pitch is employed not only to indicate meaning (semantic
tone), but also to show grammatical relationships
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(syntactic tone).

The following is an example of tone

functioning at the syntactic level.

The first example

is from the Ibo language and the second is from the Efik
language.

(Westermann and Ward 1933:135)
4

he ,steals

does he steal
he does not steal

Here, the affirmative, interrogative and negative are
distinguished by tone alone.
ho works
a worker

In the above the genitive has a different tone from the
nominative,

Larry Hyman has suggested that Welmers, distinctions
are also necessary for "there are sometimes restrictions
on the occurrence of tones, which can be either phonological (for example, the last tone of an utterance must be
low), or grammatical (for example, the non-class prefixes
of Bantu have low tones)."

(Hyman 1975:213).

Because of

these restrictions, Hyman states that there can be a lot
of redundancy in the distribution of tones.

He therefore

suggests that Welmers' new definition of tone helps
clarify and make more precise Pikers original definition.
Welmers suggests that "a tone language is a language
in which both pitch phonemes and segmental phonemes enter
into the composition of at least some morphemes."
(Welmers1973:79)
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Accordingly, this excludes English, which is an intonational language, for such a language has "morphemes composed of segmental phonemes without pitch phonemes and
some intonational morphemes composed of pitch phonemes
without segmental phonemes."

(Welmers1973:79)

There are,

however, no morphemes that include both pitch and segmentals.

In English, a distinction in pitch is applied to

phrases separated from each other by slight pauses.

There

is a kind of melody or intonation that may be applied to
a single syllable or stretched out over a long sequence
of words.

The melody may change, but the words will still

have the same meanings.

A change in pitch may occur on a

prefix, suffix or stem of a word, but this does not produce a new type of morpheme.

The morpheme remains the

same and continues to consist of consonants and vowels.

The melody that is superimposed on the phrase can be
thought of as a separate type morpheme that consists of
nothing but pitch phonemes.

In contrast then, Welmers is careful to note that
all morphemes in tonal languages do not have pitch (pronouns, affixes) and that some morphemes have no segmentals.

There are, however, many morphemes that have pitch

and segmental phonemes.
Nupe means "to be sour."

For example, the word "b a" in

B and A are the segmental pho-

nemes and a pitch phoneme (/) is also represented.
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Welmers is thus concluding that tones are phonemes just
as consonants and vowels are.

Therefore, lexical items

that differ in tone are different words.

It is because

of this that tone can be said to perform a lexical function.

(Welmers 1973)

There are linguists who feel that pitch is not a
feature of a segment.

Their beliefs are that tone func-

tions on units larger than syllabic segments (vowels,
syllabic nasals and liquids).

They, therefore, think of

tone as a suprasegmental feature with phonological function.

Other linguists say that pitch is not a feature of

a segment or a syllable (therefore tone is not assigned
to a phonological unit), but instead that it is assigned
to grammatical units.

They therefore conclude that tone

is a suprasegmental with grammatical function.
A linguist by the name of Leben expands on this
notion by stating "language having only two tonal possibilities independent of the number of syllables in a
word would remain unaccounted for if tone were not
assigned to underlying grammatical units."

(Hyman 1975:215)

He notes:

One fact about Mende which points to the
appropriateness of suprasegmental representation is that a constraint must be stated
to rule out the sequence H high L low
on all morphemes. The following sequences,
for example, are impermissible:
-cv;cvcv;cvcvcv. If the sequence of tones
is represented as a feature on the morpheme
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or word, a single statement of the
constraint will cover all morphemes
regardless of the number of their
syllables; such a general statement
might not be formulable if we took
tone as a segmental feature.
(Hyman 1975:215)

Leben is therefore convinced that the generative phonologist are wrong in stating that only syllabic segments
carry tone.

Regardless of the conclusions drawn, all individuals
who study "tonemes" agree that there are different tone
systems depending on whether tone is assigned to a gram-

matical unit like the morpheme, word or phrase or a
phonological unit like the syllabic segment or the
syllable.

For example, in the Igbo language a monosyl-

lable has either a high or low tone.

If tone is assigned

to a phonological unit then there are four possible tone

patterns -- H high

H, HL

longer than one syllable.

low , LH, LL -- on words

If tone is assigned a gramma-

tical function, then the whole word would be considered
H or L regardless of the number of syllables in the word.
There is a need, therefore, to collectively systematize
the diverging conclusions.

(Hyman 1975)
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IV.

SPEECH

Speech is the vocal manifestation or application of
the linguistic system.

It differs from language in that

language is the system of inferred rules.

Speech is produced by some kind of sound making
apparatus and the specific sound may be related to specific movements on an apparatus.

In human speech, sound

comes about through modification of the breath stream.
This stream of air is enroute through the articulatory
apparatus.

This apparatus includes the pharyngeal cavity,

the oral cavity and the nasal cavity.

The airstream

coming from the lungs may be modified in these cavities
in a variety of ways.

It may also be affected in the

larynx or voicebox before it reaches the cavities.

This

modification can be achieved by interrupting the airstream
completely or partially.

Human speech can be vocally imitated by other means.
"Birds like the mynah use a sound producing mechanism
that does not involve either a laryx or a supralaryngeal
vocal tract."

(Lieberman 1975:180)

A trained bird can

make a sound that is hardly distinguishable from one of
human origin.

With drum language, the drum serves as the soundmaking apparatus and specific sounds made on it are
related to specific movements on it.

The drum is said
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to talk when the tone value of a phrase is beaten out on
the lips of the drum.

Basically, the drum is a hollow form.

This form

"acts as a sound chamber, or resonator for those tones
with which its own frequency is in tune."

(White 1960:46)

A musical tone consists of vibrations of certain frequencies that are set in motion.

The pitch or resulting

sound may be high or low depending on the size and design
of the drum.

The resonator responds to vibrations and

amplifies them.

One of the most popular drums used for talking is
the slit drum.

This drum has a longitudinal cavity that

is fashioned with lips.

Two distinct tones occur on

each side of the aperture for the two lips are of different thicknesses.

The higher and stronger tone is desig-

nated as the masculine sound and the other the feminine.
Another frequently used talking drum is the doubleskinned drum.

This drum is often about 15 inches high

and 7 inches wide.

Pitch is changed by exerting pressure

on the cords, thus giving a range of several tones.

Expert players can simulate the rhythms and inflections
of their own dialects by controlling the pitch.

Among the Tumba people who speak Lonkundo, the talking drums are of the slit variety.
the camwood tree.

They are made from

The procedure usually followed in

making a drum involves:
1.

cutting a 3-4 foot section of the tree

2.

flattening off a base with a hewer so that
the drum will remain stable

3.

sloping up each end of the drum so that the
drum rests only on the middle

4.

smoothing off a 5-6 inch strip on the top
side of the drum

5.

along the strip two slots are chiseled out
which extend to within 5 inches of each end

6.

in the middle of the drum these slots are
joined by a very narrow slot so that the two
lips about 4 inches long are left

7.

the rest of the log is then removed, leaving
only a shell of hardwood.
In the process one
end is left thicker than the other so that two
tones result.
(Clarke 1934:35)

To actually make the drum talk, the sender of the
message stands on the side of the drum that has a stronger
tone, thus the high tone side.

He uses two sticks of

light pulpy wood called "bombambo," one in each hand
to beat the drum.

He alternates between the high and

low tones which are about a musical third apart.

Differ-

ent individuals may beat the same message changing the
right and left handed strokes.

As long as the proper

tone is struck and the rhythm is maintained, the message
will be understood.

(Clarke 1934)

Lokele people of Zaire also use slit drums for communicating.
slit.

They hollow out a log after making a primary

They make sure that one side is hollower and thinner
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walled than the other.

This procedure is most important

for differentiation in pitch.

They note that it is the

differential hollowing beneath the two lips of the slit,
rather than the difference in the thickness of the lips
themselves, that is most important.

The hollower side

when struck, gives out a lower note than the other.
(Carrington 1969)

When a drummer or sender is ready to convey a message, he usually stands behind the high-toned lip.
female lip is thus further away.

The

If, however, he is an

exceptionally proficient drummer, he might stand behind
the female side.

This position is considered less favor-

able and therefore more challenging.

Regardless of his

position, however, he uses two drumsticks.

These sticks

consist of the short length of the branch of the bokofe
tree.

The tips of the sticks are bound with rubber.

(Carrington 1969)

When he begins drumming, he beats out the tone value
of each syllable of the words used.

This tone value is

fixed for a given syllable in Kele as either high or low.
Because there are many words with the same tonal value,
it is necessary to combine the given word with others in
a phrase.

This phrase is to a certain degree stereotyped.

For example, in Kele the words moon, fowl and a kind of
fish all have the same tonal value.

When these words
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are drummed, they must be part of a phrase.

were not, the messages would be ambiguous.
fore drummed HHLHLLLL.

Moon is there-

This can be translated to mean

"the moon looks down at the earth."
HHLHHLLHLHL.

If they

Fowl is drummed

This can be translated to mean "the fowl,

the little one which says kiokio" and a kind of fish
drummed LHHLLHL can be translated to mean "all the felefish and all the mboku-fish."

(Carrington 1969)

Hence while the tonal patterns and
therefore the drum notes for the
initial words are identical, yet the
words, each of which has its own fixed
tonal pattern give a distinct tonal
pattern to the phrase drummed out so
that there is complete differentiation
of the phrases on the drum.
The Jabo of Liberia use both slit drums and skin
covered drums to communicate on.

The slit drum is fre-

quently as large as eight feet long.

It may be used

alone or in conjunction with a smaller drum about half
its size.

A tree trunk is secured, hollowed out and

its lips are made.

The lips of the drum vary in thickness

between themselves and in different places of the same
lip, thus providing a number of points for producing
various tones.

The skin-covered drums, in contrast, are

single headed.

The membrane covers an approximate area

of six to eight feet.

Once the drum is constructed, it

is lashed to the side of a house and slanted at an angle.
This is so that the player standing facing the skin head
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can play it comfortably.

Occasionally, a drum of this

type is played with a set of smaller drums.

In this

case, the skin-covered drum is put in an upright position
and the drummer stands behind it on a little platform.
When the drum is beaten, a heavy straight wooden stick is
used.

Different tones are produced by beating either

the center lower of the head or a place nearer the edge
which gives a higher tone.

This is because the skin is

more taunt and the two sticks are of unequal weight.
(Herzog 1945:313)

Among the Jabot the Kru language is spoken.

This is

a tonal language with four basic tones and a number of
quick glides, falling or rising between various tones.
When the drums are made to talk, three of the four tones
are produced.

All four tones are possible to render,

but for some unknown reason two of the tones often coincide.

Tone three and four are frequently played in the

same place on the drum.

This is not necessary, for there

are two places on the drum in which to elicit tone three
and one is a pitch lower than the other.

To develop an appreciation for the complexity of
drum signaling, George Herzog has detailed the beating
of a tone designated as tone 1.
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Tone 1 can be beaten either to the right
of drum tone 2 (on the upper lip of the
slit) or on the lower lip or on still further out (beyond the slit) or on the lower
lip or on the smaller drum placed to the
right of the larger.
In either case, moving for tone 1 far to the right or down
on the drum may not be convenient. Tone 2
is then substituted, and this despite the
fact that there is still a fifth way of
producing tone 1; by striking the lip with
a point near the tip of the stick; the
further away from the head is the point of
the stick which is struck, the higher the
tone.
(Herzog 1945:316)
The drum signaling is complex and is therefore practiced
and understood only by specialists.

Free conversation is

not practiced here as in many other local signaling systems.

The Ashanti of Ghana also have drums that talk.

They

have two kinds; the most important of which is called
the Ntumpane.

The Ntumpane are a pair of drums, one male

and the other female.

When an individual is ready to

use the drums, the two drums are placed adjacent to each
other with the female on the left and the male on the
right.

Occasionally, this position is reversed if the

drummer is left-handed.

One drums by using two drum-

sticks that are made from a tree called the ofena.

The

handles of the sticks are either bound with cloth or
wrapped round with rubber to keep the hands from slipping.
(Rattray 1922)

Before, however, a drum is deemed usable, elaborate
rituals must be performed.

These are done to show respect

to the powerful and malignant soul of the cedar, the
tree from which the drums are made.

If these rituals

are not performed, the workers put their lives in jeopardy.

Prior to the actual cutting of the tree, an egg is
broken on the trunk.

The workers then recite in unison:

me re be twa we mtasen wo, gye kesua
yi di, ma me ntumi ntwa wo me nsen
mma dadic ntwa me, mma me nyare
I am coming to cut you down and carve you
receive this egg and eat, let me be
able to cut you and carve you, do not
let the iron cut me, do not let me suffer
in health.
(Rattray 1922:306)
Next, rum is poured over the tree that has been felled.
A fowl is then killed and some of the flesh is placed
upon the tree stump.

Finally, after the hollowing of the

log is complete, rum and egg are once again offered with
the words:

Ye de wo re kotfie e, ma 'fie nye yiye
We are going to take you to the village
let the village prosper (Rattray 1922:307)
When the hollowed log is brought to the village, another
offering is made of fowl and rum.

The words repeated are:

Gye akoko ne nsa yi di ye de wo
aba yi, ma kuro ni nye yiye, mima ye
mfa we nye a yie
Partake of this fowl and wine now that we
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have brought you, let the village prosper.
Do not let us have to take you to a funeral.
(Rattray 1922:307)
During this same time period, two membranes are made
that will fit the respective drum.
of the female elephant ear.

The skin used is that

The skin is cut so that it

is slightly larger than the size needed to cover the
mouth of the drum.

After cutting, it is then placed over

the mouth and secured like a jam pot cover.

The skin is

then tightened or relaxed by pegs to the desired pitch.
(Rattray 1922)

Attached to the membrane of the male drum is placed
a small piece of iron called "akasa."

This bit of iron

jingles and forms a hard discordant note which rings
intermittently through the message.

Drummers say this

object is most important for the drums will not speak
without it.
speaker."

The name "akasa" literally means "little
(Rattray 1922)
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V.

REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMUNICATION

If communication is to occur, a number of requirements must be met.

There must be a sender, message,

channel, receiver, attention on the part of the receiver,

a common language, time for the process to occur and one
or more purposes to be served.

(Meier 1962)

All of

these seem explicit although three can be elaborated on.
Attention involves the selection of stimuli, therefore, competitive stimuli must be subordinated.

Studies

have been done and conclusions suggest that ordinary
alertness in situations that involve some noise and distraction is 50-80%.

Therefore, the experienced sender

will use a redundant language and even some repetition
of key points in order to get a message across.
(Meier 1962)

The language that is used must be shared by the
sender and receiver.

This in essence means that they

apply the same symbols to objects and operations and
order these symbols according to commonly accepted rules.
(Meier 1962)

"Communication is always a rate process and for
humans the minimum time for the recognition of a signal
falls in the range of 10-20 milli-seconds."

(Meier 1962:10)

The sender-receiver relationship must take this into consideration and be aware of the rates at which they
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transmit and assimilate the message.

When one utilizes the drum for transmitting information all of the requirements of communication are met.

Consequently, one can say that communication is occurring.
There is a sender, frequently an individual who is
well versed not only drumming, but also in the tonal language of his people.

A perfect knowledge of the tonal

language is essential, so one can not only tie the known
idiomatic phrases together, but also invent others that
will be immediately understood.

A message is sent, usually in idiomatic form.

This

format is utilized to express information or values that
would require much longer to communicate if expressed
explicitly.

Figures of speech that are commonly used

in this form include metaphors, similies, and proverbs.
The main characteristic of these forms is that they make
use of "symbols further removed from the referent for
which they stand than the everyday symbols of language."
(Doob 1961:211)

The channel utilized is the drum.
conveyed without using the human voice.

Messages can be
The drummer

reproduces on his instrument the rhythms and tones
characteristic of the sentence he wants to transmit.

The receivers are those individuals who have a
command of the tonal language.

In order to assimilate
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a message though, the receivers must be attentive.

Key

points in the message are repeated, thus facilitating
the communication.

The drummer is able to convey information with
astounding rapidity.

For example, Pierre Alexandre men-

tions in his book entitled Languages and Language in
Black Africa, that six weeks after the outbreak of the

Mau Mau revolt, his children brought back from their
Togolese school information about the revolt.
mation had been communicated by the drum.

This infor-

Their school

was more than 3,500 kilometers from Kenya and in a completely different ethnic and linguistic environment.
Apparently, the famous war cry "mayibue" had been transmitted.

Alexandre cites:

The astonishing aspect of this affair
is not that this detail traveled 3,500
kilometers in six weeks, but that it
did by word of mouth, since neither the
newspapers nor the radio had mentioned
it.
(Alexandre 1972:
Finally, there are goals to be attained, thus the
communication can be viewed as purposive.

When one is

referring to the communicative process, various goals
are labeled depending upon their emphasis or concern.
(Doob 1961)

The first type of goal, labeled "primary," involves
the bare survival of the people.
economics.

Its concern is with
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The second goal is social.

affecting other

people.

The emphasis is upon

Announcing the birth or sex of

a child apparently has this goal in mind.

The third goal has as its intent to govern or
embrace the norm of the particular culture.

The enforc-

ing agency can be a small unit like a peer group, clan
or a more formal group that is part of the larger political apparatus.

It has been said:

Communication plays a major role in
the use of social sanctions to enforce
customary ways of behaving, first because the nature of the offense must
be made known to members of the group
and secondly because one of the punishments, social ostracism or social disapproval, involves in effect the withdrawal of communication or the use of
communication which itself is punishing.
(Doob 1961:44)
A fourth goal is called emotive.

This objective has

as its concern, the notion of expressing philosophy, ideas,
or basic feelings about a particular situation.

Any

thought that an individual expounds upon that brings some
immediate satisfaction in its own right can be categorized as emotive.

This kind of communication can be ex-

pressed through proverbs and riddles, poetry, or through
a praise song with which people acknowledge each others
worth.

Drum language is thus considered to be a very
effective medium in which to communicate, for all goals
can be attained.

It is also an extremely versatile medium.
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In order to understand the meaning of versatility in
regard to a medium like drum language, it seems important
to make a comparison between drum language and human skin.
Skin is a medium that communicates.

It, however, trans-

mits a finite amount of information, for the surface is
restricted.

Only a small amount of information can be

painted, incised or tatooed.

In contrast, information

communicated on the drum is not finite.

Any and all infor-

mation can be transmitted for the tonal value of each
phrase in the spoken tonal language is realistically
rendered.

Information concerning new happenings can be

transmitted.

Old and established phrases can be combined

into new patterns.

Accordingly, "the talking drum speaks

to no one who has not practiced the coding system and who
is not acquainted with the language of the society.
is no

intercultural drum language."

(Doob 1961:102)

There
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ETHNOGRAPHY OF COMMUNICATION

VI.

Language can be viewed as.a means for categorizing
experience.
nature.

(Kluckhohn 1957)

It endeavors to analyze

In the process of breaking things down into var-

ious elements, it tends to focus in on certain phenomena
and ignore other elements.

Each culture classifies its

environment into discrete categories called social categories.

This information from the outer surroundings

deals with things about the physical environment, cultural artifacts, myths, etc.

These categories can only

be understood if situational constraints are taken into
consideration.
context.

Categories, like words, are affected by

(Gumperz 1972)

Therefore, when the social categories are perused,
it is also important to view the social rules.

The rules

are not fixed; however, they determine the communicator's
range of possibilities or options that avail themselves
before encoding occurs.

Before any communication occurs,

a speaker of a language is bombarded by stimuli from the
great beyond.
selected from.

This information must be evaluated and
The selection process is often confusing,

for material is chosen in the light of the individual's
own personal history as well as cultural background.

The

speaker must also be cognizant of the situation at hand
and the various norms that apply.

(Gumperz 1972)
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If a number of individuals share knowledge of the
social rules, they are said to be members of the same
speech community.

They possess cognition of communica-

tive constraints and options governing a significant
variety of social situations.
speak the same language.

They do not necessarily

They must, however, have one

language in common and share the basic strategies of
communication, so that they can decipher nonverbal
behavior as well.

(Gumperz 1972)

If verbal interactions in these speech communities
are to be analyzed, one must concentrate on understanding
the basic unit or speech event.

When this is done informa-

tion can be ascertained about the actual verbal exchange -"how a speaker by his choice of topic and his choice of
linguistic variables adapts to other participants or to
his environment and how others in turn react to him."
(Gumperz 1972:17).

The analysis, therefore, must be

restricted to activities that are directly controlled by
norms for the use of speech.

Formal rules can then be

compiled concerning particular speech events.

When discussing an event, it is necessary to look
at sixteen components that can be grouped together under
the code word speaking.

These components include:

setting,

participants, end, act sequences, key, instrumentality,
norm and genre.

(Hymes 1972)

The setting includes not only the physical, but also
the psychological setting.

The participants include

those individuals directly involved in encoding and decoding the intended message.

The end is the purpose of

the discourse or the supposed consequence of the message.
The message form is necessary to view, for how something
is said is a great part of what is said.

The means of

expression affect and sometimes control content.

It is,

therefore, important to analyze the message content as
well.

The two, message form and message content, are

highly dependent and are components of an act sequence.
The key is introduced to provide for the mood in which an
act is done.

The instrumentalities refer to the choice

of channels of the medium.

The norm of interaction is

the rule governing the specific situation and finally
the genre are categories like proverbs, riddles, curses,
prayers, orations, lectures, commercials, form letters,

editorials, that may occur in or as different events in
the speech event.

(Hymes 1972)

Language is a culture preserving instrument and a
great deal of information about a society can be ascertained by an examination of its speech events.

Therefore,

I have chosen to explore fourteen speech events that
occur while drumming.

First, the message is presented.

Secondly, the components are listed, and thirdly, an
anthropological overview is done.

A SERIOUSLY ILL PERSON
bakanga ba kala kala baseklompanga
talotefelake la nkesa
lombonge lokombwa
losangelaka bolengo ochwaki lifeta nda loola
toketa
tandema la mboka
teo bielo losika ja waji
ofkende la mpamba la bolo
ale ndlitoko la mbete
ale nde tompole
tokendake benteke biekisanse elinga l'enjale
tandema la mboka
tambola kwa kwa
to tokinake lokole
Bakanga (name of village across the river from Bolenge)
do not speak in the morning,
the fog is lifting
Tell (name of man)
we are calling you
Come
Your wife is sick.
She has not strength
She is on a mat and bed
She is indeed unable to care for herself
Do not go fishing.
Come
Come quickly
Do not overlook the drum
(Clarke 1934:46)
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Speech event -- to alert the relatives of a seriously
ill person.
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire -- among the Tumba
people -- morning.
Participants
a.

Drummer (D) -- the male individual who sends message

b.

Audience
-- the relatives of the ill person

1.

Insiders 1 (I

2.

Insiders 2 (I) 2 -- non-relatives

1

)

End -- to make the relatives return to the death bed of
wife and assume responsibilities
Act Sequences -- Monologue
M---,7(D) alerts and (I ) and (I
1

(D)

pos

neg.

+
+
+
-

2

)

judgements

persuasive
serious
personal
persuasive
serious
personal

(I)2 pos

silence, interest

(I)2 neg

disinterested, noisy

(Si) pos

return to deathbed

(Ii) neg

ignore message and carry on with days
activities

Key -- serious and direct with orders to obey the drum
Instrumentalities -- slit drum -- drum language of the
Tumba people
Norm -- keep channel open so salient messages can be
transmitted -- males drum
Genre -- 0
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In many parts of Africa, an individual who is seriously ill is dangerous to others.

This person is capable

of contaminating the living, for he or she is in an abnormal state.

The ritual status of this individual is

impaired by mysterious disruptive forces like illness,

misfortune in daily activities and deviations from the
normal.

(Forde 1954)

One who is close to death is believed to possess
certain powers that affect the health and general wellbeing of the living.

If in fact this individual dies,

the relatives must immediately make offerings and prayers
to the spirit of the dead.

These gestures are executed

so that the spirit will be appeased.

The dead or the

ancestors of the living are highly revered because they
are the ones responsible for sustaining the village.

Therefore, the living must reciprocate in kind and show
respect.

In this message, it is apparent that the drummer
realizes the urgency of the situation.

A woman is close

to death, therefore the relatives and others of the
village must be very cautious.
to his wife's side.

The husband must return
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CALL TO BAFUTAMINGI, FISHING ON THE RIVER, TO ANNOUNCE
THAT HIS WIFE HAS GIVEN BIRTH TO A BABY BOY
ki ki
bokeka belong() bofilaiteke wa liande
loo la lokoke boa bate baaka la loola
lokoke los bainatende, litianga lieko
lia bolembake la yeto ya likonga
bokana wa iundu iyakelenge
inolake batindi mbisa inolaka bakola mbisa
ko nda likelenge liboke
boto botomali wa liyo
oyayalike ko nda botitawa bakakulu
assata litianga lieko lya wana otolome
ila batindi likolo ila bakolo likolo
yaku yaku yaku yaku
seleke likoko lia botema se
sokolaka likoko lia botema likolo ko nda use
ke ke ke ke ke ke ke
Opening signal
(the drum) crosses the river
the drum name of Bafutamingi
return
to the town
the woman
who was in the small house at the back
has born a son, a male child
return (lit. lift up feet, lift up legs)
come, come, come, come
don't worry (lit. set down the knot of the heart
take away the knot of the heart up into the sky).
(terminal signal).
(Carrington 1944:86)
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Speech Event -- to announce the birth of a baby boy
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire -- among the Lokele
people
Participants
a.

Drummer (D) the male individual who sends the message

b.

Audience
1.

Insiders (Ii) the individual Bafutamingi who is
fishing

2.

Insiders (I ) those individuals who can understand
Kele drum language

End -- to get Bafutamingi to return to the town
Act Sequences -- Monologue
(D) alerts and (I1) and (12 ) judgements
pos

D -

neg
I
I
I

1

1
1

2
2

+
+
+
-

personal
serious
persuasive
personal
serious
persuasive

pos

listen carefully and then return to village

neg

ignores message and continues fishing

pos

silent, interest in message

neg

disruptive, noisy, ignores message

Key -- joyful, but direct with orders to return
Instrumentalities -- drum -- drum language of Lokele
Norm -- to keep channel open for salient messages -- men
drum
Genre -- 0
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The birth of a child is an extremely important occasion for both the mother and the father of the new
infant.

It is only on the birth of a child that a

woman truly becomes a kinsman in her husband's group.
It is only on the birth of a child that a man is assured
a position in the geneology of his lineage.
Curtin 1971)

(Bohannan and

He also needs to parent a child before he

will receive any esteem from the important people in the
community.

Both males and females reach adult status

only after they have parented a child.
When the process of childbirth is occurring, there
is a lot of trepidation.

Not only is it a crucial moment

in the lives of the parents, as well as the newborn, but
the occasion is acknowledged by all in the village.

It

is an unnatural occurrence that happens with remarkable
inevitability, therefore, the supernatural powers are
involved.

In some African communities, the birth of

twins is considered an omen of the anger of the spirit
world.

Universally in Africa, the birth of one child is

an omen that all is well in the village.

The news of the birth of a child is not often drummed
out, unless the birth has taken place while the father is
absent from the premises.

In this particular message,

the father is told of the birth and asked to return.

The

drummer assures the father that there are no problems and
also notifies the man as to which wife has bore him a son.
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Polygyny is the norm as is further evident by the
remark "the woman who is in the small house at the
back."

IF THE CHIEF WANTS TO TELL THE PEOPLE
WHAT WORK IS TO BE DONE
bo pe le pe le bo jen de
loetswo loetswo
joka fole fole
lokeko lokomaktampuluja lonkoko
njesangele to
la nkesa la mpombola
tekendake tonkilingonda'
tekendake elinga lienjale
tole nda bonteke wa bosala
totela tolombe
lotakana lotakana
la nkesa la mpombola to tela tolombe
Men, are you awake?
Listen:
I say to you
In the morning at dawn
do not go to the forest
do not go to the river
We are at work
We are roofing houses
Come together, come together
in the morning at dawn
We will roof some houses
(Clarke 1934:34)
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Speech Event -- Announcement of work to be done
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire -- among the Pumba
people -- early morning
Participants
a.

Drummer
1.

b.

Chief who is drummer (DC)

Audience
1.

Insiders (I) -- those who can understand traditional communicators

End -- to call men together for cooperative labor work
groups
Act Sequences -- Monologue (order)

M -i)(DC) orders and (I) react
(DC)-7 ;
-.2-,7

+
+
+
-

pos
neg

serious
direct
persuasive
serious
direct
persuasive

(I) pos

silence, react to message and assemble
in work groups

(I) neg

noisy, disinterested, ignore order

Key -- serious, direct, emphasis on the group and their
responsibilities
Instrumentailies -- channel used -- drum
Norm -- males drum
Genre -- message as a genre -- typically comes after call
signal (opening alert and name of person to whom the message is being sent.) After message there is frequently
a terminal signal.

Before the middle of the 20th Century, Black Africans
opted to do their work in groups.

The major part of the

work performed was done in carrying out one's obligations
within the fundamental family and kinship groups.

People

helped one another in their work and they received an
approximate return in kind.
kinship group.

The productive unit was the

Individuals did not sell their labor, but

instead performed duties as citizens of a community.
(Bohannan and Curtin 1971)

Men of the local community

frequently mobilized with members of their age set to
execute various duties, like constructing roads and
paths, building bridges, clearing market places, and
putting up shrines, etc.

(Herskovits 1958)

In this message, the chief is calling together men
to roof some houses.

This is clearly a sign of coopera-

tive labor under responsible control.

The men are told

not to get involved in their own endeavors, but instead
to assist their brothers in a communal project.
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NOTICE OF CIRCUMCISION RITE
kbie kelekele
botolome kowa ita botolome kosasemo
kotikala bolio wa otolome ko omwito
yaku yaku yaku yaku
totinyeke lombete botema kolutaka
ko lelengo ekaliekele likolo ko nda use
nda likelenge liboke lya yatoma
iyalelo fa lifoto
ke ke ke ke ke ke ke
special opening signal reserved for circumcision "drum"
the male is wounded (as in war) the male recovers remains
only the corpse of the male
come come come come
let us cut the foreskin
tomorrow when it has risen in the sky.
in the town of Yafolo
(terminal signal).
(Carrington 1944:86)
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Speech Event -- notification of circumcision rite
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire -- among the Lokele
people
Participants
a.

Drummer
1.

b.

Male individual in village (D)

Audience
1.

Insiders (I) those who can understand Lokele -males

End -- To alert people of rite
Act Sequences -- Monologue

M
D

(D) alerts and I judgements
pos
+ persuasive
neg
serious
- serious
- persuasive

I pos

silence, involved in rite the next day

I neg

noisy, ignores the rite of circumcision

Key -- direct and serious
Instrumentalities -- drum -- drum language of the Lokele
Norm -- keep channel open -- males drum
Genre -- special opening signal reserved for circumcision
drum (kbei kelekele)
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Since millenium

people of various African societies

have been concerned with questions of their origins and
their place in nature.

Certain rituals like circumcision

help explain such phenomena.

Such occasions are very

sacred, for ancestral spirits, gods, and other nonancestral
spirits are present.

Among the Dogan of West Africa, the act of circum
cision ritually demonstrates the relationship between the
human body and earthly surroundings.

At this punctilio,

the female principle, which is harbored in the foreskin,
is removed.

It is important that this "rite de passage"

be executed so that the individual leaves the state of
childhood and becomes an adult male.

(Forde 1954)

Among the Nandi of Kenya, circumcision is performed
so that a boy can become a warrior.

When he is initiated

into this age set, he and the other warriors become responsible for all military operations.

They also receive

the secrets of the men and thus are no longer considered
boys.

(Forde 1954)

After analyzing this drum message, one can speculate
that the removal of the foreskin represents the departure
of the female principle.

There is always a possibility

of infection and death, therefore, reference is made to
the wound.
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A MAN LOST IN THE FOREST
tonkilingonda tosalaki mpambe
tetefelake
loyala fole fole fole
kela chesangele mposo nda lokole
losangelake (ilonga ndengela isieaibenge)
tandema la mboka
tofokena osokela mo
okendaki tonkilingonda
nkesa nkesa mbile mbile
bokolobookita
tofokena oltenko
tandema la mboka
teo tokendake itoko la mbete
tonkilingonda
itoko la mbete ile nda bobila wa fole foie foie
tandema la mboke
teo toketaki kolo kolo
toketaki kala kala tofokena
osokela mo
Pores
do no
remai
let u
Tell,
come
We do
What
You w
all m
eveni
we do
Get o
Come
Mat
Come
We ea
We ca
We do
Where

where the gazelle labored,
speak,
quiet,

tell you in the voice on the drum.
(drum name of certain man).
nto the trail
It see you
e you doing?
nt into the forest,
rning, all day,
g falls,
It see you where are you?
to the trail.
o not go to mat and bed in the forest.
d bed are in the open village.
led you constantly.
led you long ago.
It see you.
are you?

(Clar e 1934:45)
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Speech Event -- assistance in the forest
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire -- among the Tumba
people -- evening
Participants
a.

Drummer
1.

b.

Male individual in the village (D)

Audience
the Tumba individual lost in the forest

1.

(I

2.

(I2) those individuals who understand the Tumba
language

1

)

End -- to assist a man in the forest
Act Sequences -- Monologue
(D) assists and (Ii) and (12) judgements
pos-,

+
+
+
-

neg

(Ia.%

) pos_

,,,

serious
personal
helpful
serious
personal
helpful

finds way out of forest, returns to village

(I1) neg

ignores message, doesn't return

(I)2 pos

silent, interested in assisting

(I ) neg

noisy, disinterested

2

Key -- helpful, concerned, serious
Instrumentalities -- drum -- drum language of the Tumba
Norm -- males drum only -- keep channel open for important messages
Genre -- 0
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The forest is a source of all good things for many
Africans, because it is the place where the pure and the
wholesome animals live and where hunting happens.

The

forest is depended on by villagers and is thought of as
the spiritual domain.

It is, however, a sacred and

dangerous region.

The drummer of this message is acutely aware of the
presence of spirits in the forest.

He, therefore, encour-

ages the male individual (females are not allowed in this
sphere) to return home.

The forest is not a place to bed

down in, but only to hunt in.

Humans live in the village,

while those of the spirit world dwell in the forest.
The drummer is also trying to assist the man who
might possibly be lost in the forest.

By drumming, he

is able to furnish the man with a sort of sound compass
and thereby set him on the appropriate trail.
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THE CALL TO A FISHERMAN
elinga l'enjale
talotefelake la nkesa
lombonge lokombwa
osangelake (bolengo bochwaki lifeta nda loola)
oalaka lonselenge
tole nda mboka
ochikelaka beningo la nkaka
besalaki lifeta elingallengale
botema bosoowa la nzala
bele nde fole fole
River,

do not speak in the morning
until the fog lifts,
tell (name of Bontaci, a Bolenge fisherman)
behold they are on the path.
We are on the path
Save the minnows
Our stomachs are dying of hunger
They are empty.

reply

beningo la nkaka basosimba
bosila fe fe
the minnows are all finished
(Clarke 1934:41)
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Speech Event -- conversation between Purchasers and
Fisherman
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire
people

among the Tumba

Participants
a.

b.

Drummer
1.

male individual in village (DP)

2.

male individual fishing (DF)

Audience

Insiders (I) those individuals that can decode
the message

1.

End -- an individual wishes to buy some fish

Act Sequences -- Purchasers and Fisherman
P

(DP) inquire and (I) judgements
(DF) reply to (DP)
-

D

silent and responsive

I neg R

ignore inquiry, interruptive
pos
nog

+
+
-

direct
informative
direct
informative

I pos

attentive

I neg

disinterested, noisy

poetic, serious

Instrumentalities

Norm -- males d
Genre

hospitable
curious with intent to buy
hospitable
business intent

I pos

D
F

Key

+
+
-

pos

neg

P

MEV

0

drum -- drum language of the Tumba
keep channel open for salient messages

They

Fishermen are an important group of foragers.

are among a few African groups who do not show dietary
deficiencies.

They usually trade a part of their catch

for one of the starchy staples or else the women of the
group grow some grain or tubers.

(Bohannan and Curtin

1971)

When an analysis is done of this communication, one
can denote a mutual assistance program in effect.

Barter

is essentially a system to introduce into transactions a
relative scale of values as opposed to an absolute scale
of values.

(Turnbull 1973)

Emphasis is not on cash as

a means to the acquisition of goods, power or prestige,

nor is it necessary to security.

Instead, a vital tradi-

tion of interpersonal and intergroup relationships is
maintained.

The fisherman aids his fellow man in the

acquisition of an important food item.

He also alerts

his comrades to the presence or absence of this commodity.
When the drummer sends his message, he is aware of
the spirituality of the river.

For the African, the phy-

sical world and the spiritual world are part of one
reality.

He appeals to this presence for assistance.

MORNING GREETING TO A BELGIAN GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL
A stinging caterpiller is not good disturbed
people of Ntange;
are you awake? are you awake? are you there?
ikongo ifonge kukola
baseka Ntange
oetswo oetswo olenktanko
(Clarke 1934:38)
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Speech Event -- A morning greeting to a Belgian government
official
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire -- among the Tumba people
Participants
a.

Drummer (D) -- male individual

b.

Audience (I) -1.

Insiders (I) -- members of the Tumba tribe

End -- to wake up people of Ntange and share a little
wisdom.
Act Sequence -- Monologue
M -7:-(D) alerts and (I) judgements
D

pos

neg_

+persuasive
+serious
+humorous
-persuasive
-serious
-humorous

I pos

listen, laughter, pay heed to warning

I neg

disinterest, ignore warning, no laughter

Key -- devious but with honest intent -- encourage
solidarity, humorous
Instrumentalities -- drum -- drum language of the Tumba
Norm -- males drum
Genre -- 0
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Africans have repeatedly shown a resistance to
European control.

Before the colonists were effective

in maintaining control, there were several attempts to
pull together larger political units in order to oppose
Europeans.

These revolts were ultimately smashed.

Before the Africans submitted to this control, however,
they sought supernatural help.

They searched for con-

solation through religion as an alternative to protest
and resist the Europeans.

(Bohaananand Curtin 1971)

When their attempts appeared futile, they continued
to express their rage and resentment through their poetic
medium.

Obviously, in this drum message, the drummer is

denegrating this official's character by referring to him
as a "stinging caterpiller."

Possibly, the drummer is

trying to share a bit of wisdom with the people of Ntange.

He suggests that it is best not to disturb such an individual.

The Belgian official was no doubt following official
policy by isolating the colony from the nationalist virus.
This was done by having rigid controls.

Interestingly

enough, the policy didn't work, for after 1955 it was
necessary for the Belgians to reverse their policy on
racial discrimination.

They were forced to introduce

elections, higher education and prepare for independence.
(Bohalnam and Curtin 1971)
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THE CALL FOR MEN TO GO HUNTING
tolenk'ane nde
kala kala kala kala
bo pele pele bojende
bojanga nda liso
empeta nda lokondo
tolanga lofiko lonyama
lole nda tonkilingonda
tosalaki mpambe la moboloko
tofolange bekisanse mbil'ene
betema besoowa la nzala
bele nde fole fole

we have been here since long ago
men with nets on shoulders,
knives at their sides
we want some meat
which is in the forest
where the antelopes lived
we don't want to stay at home today
our stomachs are dying of hunger
they are empty.
(Clarke 1934:41)
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Speech Event -- the call for men to go hunting
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire -- among the Tumba
people
Participants
a.

Drummer
1.

b.

(D) male individual

Audience
1.

(I) Insiders -- those individuals that can
understand traditional language

End -- to call men together for a hunting party
Act Sequence -- Monologue

D

(D) order to assemble and (I) judgements
pos
+ direct
neg
+ serious
+ persuasive
- direct
- serious
- persuasive

I pos

listen alternatively and men prepare for hunt

I neg

ignore message, unresponsive

Key -- empathetic, encouraging, reminiscent
Instrumentalities -- drum -- drum language of the Tumba
people
Norm -- keep channel open -- males drum
Genre -- 0
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MESSAGE TO NEIGHBORING VILLAGE CONCERNING HUNT
tokema bolo bolo bolo
toosena balongo safala
lofiko lonyama jimaka tonkilingonda
tosalaki mpambe la moboloko
lofiko lonyama loleka ndlonanga
teleke
we feel strong,
we have seen blood spilled
about some meat from the forest
some meat goes to the fillage

reply
tosoka fole foie fole
lonchikelaka lofiko lonyama
betema besoowa la nzala
beli nde fole fole
loalaka lonselenge
tole nda mboka
we hear clearly,
save some meat for me,
stomachs are dying of hunger,
they are empty
Behold they are on the path
we are on the path
( Clarke 1934 : 41 )
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Speech Event -- Announcement of a successful hunt
Setting -- Central Africa among the Tumba people
Participants
a.

b.

Drummer
1.

(DA) -- drummer of Village A

2.

(DB) -- drummer of Village B

Audience
1.

Insiders

VA

Ivil;

those individuals that can under-

stand the drum language -- Village A (IVA) and
Village B (IVB) respectively
End -- to share meat from the forest -- generalized or
balanced reciprocity is in effect.
Act sequence -- Village A and Village B

Village A

(DA) shares news of success and (IVB) judgements

Village B

(DB) responds and (IVA) judgements
+ benevolent
pos
neg
+ assertive
- benevolent
- assertive

(DA)

IVB pos

silence and then acknowledge message

IVB neg

ignore message

(DB)

-

pos
neg

+
+
-

anxious to share with A
hospitable
anxious
hospitable

IVA pos

listen attentively to message and then prepare
to receive guests

IVA neg

ignore reply, make no preparations for their
arrival

Key -- optimistic, positive, feeling that spirits are
happy with them
Instrumentalities -- drum -- drum language of the Tumba
Norm -- keep channel open -- males drum
Genre -- 0
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In a poem written by a Hausa individual from the
Niger Territory, one is able to understand the African
preference for hunting over almost any other form of livelihood.

The poem is entitled "The Hunt."
It is not for the meat
But for the sport of it that we hunt
If you think we are out for meat
We will go back
Meat is something you find at home or at the
butchers.
(Trask 1966:48)

Not only is the hunt an activity that reinforces the
communal ideal of mutual assistance and reciprocity, but
also an operation that is a kind of spiritual barometer.
Good hunting is the clearest sign that all is well with
the village.

When bad hunting occurs, poor villagers

take this as a sign that they have somehow abused the
spiritual word.

They worry that misfortune will over-

come them.

When a successful hunt occurs, neighboring villages
are notified, because it is known that meat from the
forest is always preferred.

Some groups of individuals

like the Lele are revolted at the notion of eating animals
reared in villages.

According to them, good food should

come out of the forest, for then and only then, it is
clean and wholesome.
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THE WRITER CALLS UP THE MISSION STATION OVERSEER, LIFINDIKI
TO ASK WHETHER THE PLANTAIN HAVE ARRIVED FOR SALE
botikaelase bongo la bakwelo njaso ya okolika ya
bata baaka la yalioke
tangela tangela tangela
ko nda eolo ya atikaka
ya likondo libotumbela
tokambesaka ko la bokoko wa olondo
liko nde lioi lia bonoko
lia bosongo olimo ko nda lokonda
kwinde angene, kwinde angene
ke ke ke ke ke ke lie ke
Lifindikils drum name
look, look, look
at the market place
of plantain
tell us on the drum
this is the word of mouth
of the White man
himself, himself.
(terminal signal)

reply
ki ke ki ke
Bofulufulu wa li.foka wa
bosongo olimo ko nda lokonda
yaku yaku yaku yaku
ko nda eolo ya atikaka
ya likondo libotumbela
esooengana tokolelo
cha cha cha
ko nda eolo ya atikaka
ke ke ke ke ke ke ke
giant of riches (a title of respect) namely,
the White man
come come come come
to the marketplace
of plantain
it is quite ready
absolutely so
on the market place
(terminal signal)
(Carrington 1944:85)
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Speech Event -- Discussion as to whether plantain has
arrived for sale
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire -- among the Lokele
people
Participants
a.

b.

Drummer
1.

(DW) drummer writer

2.

(DM) drummer Mission Station overseer

Audience
1.

(I) those who can understand traditional
communicators

2.

(0) those who cannot understand traditional
communicators

End -- to discover if there are plantains for sale at
the market
Act Sequences -- Inquiry and Information
Inquiry

'(DW) inquires and (DM) informs

Information-7,-(DM) informs and (DW) reacts

Inquiry
(DW)

pos

neg

+
+
-

direct
friendly
direct
friendly

+
+
-

informative
friendly
informative
hospitable

I)
I)
0)
0)

pos
neg
pos
neg

silent, interested
noisy, disinterested
silent
disruptive

Information
(DM)

pos

neg

I
I

pos

neg
0) pos
(0) neg

silent, cooperative
noisy, disruptive
silent, responsive
to message
disruptive, ignores
message

Key -- slightly devious but with good intent
Instrumentalities -- drum -- drum language (Kele)

Norm -- keep channel open -- males drum
Genre -- 0
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In traditional Africa, the market was a noisy, colorful place where the principle of reciprocity was dominant
and the principle of market economy was peripheral.

The

purpose of the market was to channel trade and provide
an outlet for the marketing of subsistence farmers.
(Bohannmaand Curtin

1971)

The amount of internal trade was tremendous and no
formal records were kept.

It was a meeting place or center

for entertainment, as well as commerce.
organized under political authority.

The market was

(Bohannan and Curtin

1971)

When the colonist arrived, general purpose money was
introduced into the economy.

This cash could fulfill

three major monetary functions-payment, exchange, and
evaluation.
utilized.

Prior to this time, special purpose money was
This money was largely symbolic and was used

to convey obligations associated with relationships.

With

the introduction of general purpose money, the marketplace
began

turning into a form of supermarket where the market

principle was dominant.

(Turnbull 1973)

When the drummer sent his message to the Mission Station overseer, he obstensibly wanted to know if plantain
had arrived for sale.

Actually, he was alerting his fellow

man that a white man or one involved in the market economy
was interested in buying plantains.

The overseer could
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then procure the staple from another source if necessary.

Apparently mutual assistance is once again covertly operating.
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A CALL TO THE SCHOOL BOYS
ki ke ki ki
Batienga baeko ba
bosongo olimo ko nda lokonda
yaku yaku yaku yaku
ko nda ndak ya tumbe elundu likolo
ya bosongo olimo ko nda lokonda
oyakayeke la bilanga tuka tolonja mbeku
yaku yaku yaku yaku
ke ke ke ke ke ke
children of
the White man
come come come come
to the house
of the White man
who holds the money which arrange matters
come come come come
terminal signal
(Carrington 1944:86)
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Speech Event -- Message that a Scholars, Bank is about
to be opened
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire -- among the Lokele
people
Participants
a.

Drummer (Dw) male individual -- writer

b.

Audience
1.

Insiders -- (I ) the Yakusu schoolboys who under1
stand drum language

2.

Insiders -- (I ) other members of the town who
speak Lokele 2

End -- to encourage the schoolboys to visit the bank and
see about scholarships, etc.
Act Sequences -- Monologue
1

M

(04) alerts and (I &) judgements
2
pos
+ persuasive
neg
+ serious
- persuasive
- serious

D

(I ) pos

listen, pay heed to suggestion

(I ) neg

ignore, chose not to act

(I ) pos
2

silent, attentive

(1 2) neg

disruptive, noisy

1

1

Key -- helpful, concerned with welfare of the boys
Instrumentalities -- drum and drum language of the Lokele
people
Norm -- both males and females can drum (manifest norm) -latent norm says females may not drum
Genre -- 0
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All ultimate power was vested in colonial powers.
This omnipotence manifested itself through the control
and manipulation of tribute, land, taxes, production,
labor and military force and external trade.

Colonial and post colonial policies have
varied as has the degree of efficiency
with which they have been carried out.
Trade, industrialization, alien settlement
and policies on land and on labor are of
particular significance. In territories
with mineral wealth questions of labor
supply have tended to become paramount
and elsewhere the economic development of
a territory has had to depend to a
greater extent upon agriculture. Various
alternatives have been put forward as
policies to increase production in particular that of growing export crops.
In many
countries, the production of export crops
has been given precedence over that of subsistence crops and the two types of production are in conflict. (Middleton 1970:12)
In this drum message, the drummer is alerting the
schoolboys that the Scholar's Bank is about to be opened.

Interestingly enough, he refers to the Yakusu schoolboys
as children of the white man.

It appears as if he is

inconspicuously trying to give the students some tips as
to how they can possibly obtain some of the bounty.

(Act

like a child of the white man or, in other words, be subservient but attentive.)
could be faulty.

Then again, this interpretation

Possibly the drummer is showing sarcasm

by referring to his people as children.
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PUBLIC DISPLAY OF ANGER (no African translation)
Tom, Dick of Harry (name of person)
listen to the word of the drum
lump of a head, lump of a head

by the heavens above
I haven't persecuted any men
hear the evil word and the evil affair
which is spoken on the drum
up to heaven and down to earth
sending the drum up to the sky
with an evil word and an evil affair
about the body
how evil is the word and the affair
(Carrington 1969:73)

Message of insult will then be publicly drummed.
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Speech Event - Public display of anger
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire among the Lokele
people (tribal group)
Participants
a.

b.

Drummer
1.

Instigator (DI) -- individual who wishes to
abuse another publicly due to previous
private insult

2.

Victim (DV) -- male victim drums defense publicly

Audience
1.

Insiders (I) -- those who can understand traditional communicators

End -- publicly embarrass, to vent anger and hostility
and to entertain the insiders -- also to alert the
ancestors
Act Sequences -- Serve, Return and Volley
(DI) insult and (I) judgements
(DV) defend and (I) judgements

V

DV)

(DI)

and (I) judgements

Serve
(DI)

pos

neg

humorous
insulting
+ personal
- humorous
- insulting
- personal
+
+

(I) pos

verbal encouragement, laughter

(I)\ neg - disinterest, no

verbal encouragement or laughter

Return
(DV)

pos

neg

good defense
(I) pos
personal
humiliate DI
for being trite
(I) neg
- good defense
- personal
- humiliate
+
+
+

laughter,
verbal encouragement

boredom, disinterest, no
laughter
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Volley
DI

DV

pos

neg

+
+
+
-

insult
humorous
personal
insult
humorous
personal

verbal encouragement

(I) pos

(I) neg

disinterest, no encouragement or laughter, eventually causing drummers to
terminate drumming

-

Key -- controlled -- venting of anger within certain
limits -- serious intent and direct but with a humorous
element
Instrumentalities

WM MI.

channel used

..=/,

drum

Norm -- both males and females can drum (manifest norm)
females may not drum (latent norm)
Genre -- message as a genre -- typically comes after
call signal (opening alert) and name of person to whom
the message is being sent. After message there is frequently a terminal signal.
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The drum was used not only to transmit information,
but also to entertain the people.

It was employed to

spread gossip, jokes, curses, and other items of an
abusive nature.

According to Crawford, in his book

Back to the Long Grass, the talking drum of the southeastern Congo was:

not a dull, senseless rub-a-dub, but a drum
with a tongue wagging out even gossip; a
drum that, provided you do not crack it
can actually crack a joke. Again and again,
across some miles...you can hear from a
group of silent negroes a burst of laughter...they are laughing at the pleasant
wit of Mr. Mondo five miles off.
(Carrington 1969:73)
In this message, a man is being insulted.

Abuse

of this sort was particularly virulent, for all in the
village could join in the laugh against the victim.
Apparently, among the Lokele
to asperse a part of the body.

it was a serious insult

The person victimized

thus quickly replies that he is not guilty and that the
other individual is spreading false and vicious rumors.
By appealing to the heaven above, he is further asserting his innocence for he is asking the ancestors, spirits
and gods to intercede or pay notice.

He is thus putting

himself in a precarious position if lying.

One suspects

this individual feels terribly innocent of the accusa
tion.
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THE CALL TO BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER TO FIGHT
ki ki ki ki ki ki
bokumba kelekya
okemyaka loke lokolo
ki ki ki ki ki
bobala boikongo la ngilima
okanaka ntolote
ki ki ki ki ki ki
opening signal
make the drum strong;
strengthen you legs,
spear, shaft and head,
and the noise of moving feet;
think not to run away
terminal signal
(Clarke, 1934:39)
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Speech Event -- The call to bring people together to fight
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire -- among the Tumba
people
Participants
a.

Drummer
1.

b.

Male individual in village

Audience
1.

Insiders (I) those who can understand Tumba drum
language

End -- to bring people together to fight
Act Sequences -- Monologue

M

(D) alerts and (I) judgements

(D)

pos
neg_

+persuasive
+serious
-persuasive
-serious

I pos

silence, interest, reaction -- assembled to
fight

I neg-

ignore, unresponsive, disinterested

Key -- slightly threatening, serious and direct
Instrumentalities -- drum -- drum language of Tumba
Norm -- keep channel open, males drum
Genre -- message as a genre -- typically comes after
call -- ki ki ki ki ki ki and terminal signal follows
message -- ki ki ki ki ki ki
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"Politics as a practical art deals with two vast

subjects and organizations and it deals with them in
two ways.

On the one hand, it has to do with internal

problems; law and the comfort, protection and welfare
of citizens.

On the other hand, it has to do with inter-

national relationships between those inside and those
outside.

In either of these spheres, the activities can

be violent or nonviolent."

(Bohannan and Curtin 1971:135)

Two basic types of political systems existed in
traditional Africa.
the state.

One of the political forms was called

In this system the king was the recognized

head and the individual with divine authority.

He fre-

quently kept standing armies of tens of thousands of men
who were regularly involved in warfare.

These armies

were disbanded by the colonial powers so little is known
about their organization.

(Bohanmanand Curtin 1971)

In stateless societies, there were no monolithic
power systems.

Agreement to do something was reached at

by consensus or else by compromise.

The drum, therefore,

served an important role in alerting the villagers of
their social responsibility.

In this particular drum message, one can discern
the absence of an army.

Apparently, individuals were

called forth to fight when an unsolvable situation emerged.

Traditionally, combat was done by foot with the use of
spears.
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THE CHIEF OF YAKUSU VILLAGE TELLS HIS PEOPLE TO CLEAN UP
THE TOWN
bate baaka la bosombo wa afaka ko la alembu
teke teke teke teke teke teke teke
bate batotina batotina
to aleke tekeletekele
ko nda likuwa lia likembele lilembe
lia bokolokolo wa lousa
nyongolitina
bofulufulu wa lifoka
wasu wa Yaokakanja
ale ndoya ale ndoya
bifefefe biloaloa
ebitilaoke njase la akambo
ya liomi ii tooma boungu
bokaka wale bokaka wale
ke ke ke ke ke ke ke ke
men of Yakusu
signal of alert
men all all
let us be gathered together
at the work of small knives of the garden
of the grass outside
because the reason is
the giant of riched
of us of Yaokahanja (the sector chief is a village chief
from the central part of the Lokele
tribe)

is to come is to come
the men full of pride
who will not hear the messages
of the drumming (which) beats out the drum
will feel pain will feel pain
terminal signal
(Carrington 1944:85)
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Speech Event -- Chief tells people that Sector Chief is
coming -- gives order to clean up
Setting -- Central Africa -- Zaire -- among the Lokele
tribe
Participants
a.

Drummer
1.

b.

Chief who is drummer (DC)

Audience
1.

Insiders (I) -- those who can understand Kele
drum language

End -- to get the people of the village to clean up things
Act Sequences -- Monologue (appeal to clean up)

M

(DC) alert and (I) judgements

(DC)

s

neg

+
+
-

persuasive
serious
persuasive
serious

(I) pos

silence, responsive to message, assemble

(I) neg

noisy, unresponsive to message, no action

Key -- slightly threatening, serious and direct
Instrumentalities -- channel used is drum -- drum language of Lokele
Norm -- keep channel open, males drum
Genre -- message as a genre -- typically comes after
call signal (opening alert and name of person to whom
the message is being sent.) After message there is
frequently a terminal signal.
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Political organization in traditional Africa was
based on kinship.

Each lineage had a headman who repre-

sented it on what ultimately became the governing body.
Representation was thus based on kinship and each lineage
or political unit had a head person.

The chief of the

village was a head person of a lineage who was selected
by the heads of the other lineages.

Kin right and popu-

lar selection were combined in the choice of ruler.
(Bohannmaand Curtin 1971)

The chief's principal administrative tasks included:
defending his people from attacks, maintaining amicable
relations among persons within the community, seeing to
it that the ancestors and the gods were in harmony and
keeping the law and order.

(Fierskovits 1958)

In this message, the chief of the Yakusu is appealing

to his people to clean up the area.

A sector chief

(a village chief from the central part of the tribe) is
coming for a visit.

He warns his men that those who do

not cooperate will feel pain.

Physical coercion was rarely necessary because of
religious belief.

The religious belief formed the core

of the traditional education.

It stressed an adult's

responsibility to society as a whole as opposed to a
child's responsibility to his nuclear family.

This
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community of belief is responsible for the African focus
on justice rather than law.
of action.

(Turnbull 1973)

It allowed for diversity
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CONCLUSIONS

Educators say that their purpose is to develop the
intellectual skills of individuals, to transmit knowledge
and to instill values.

If this definition is accepted,

then drum languages serve an educational purpose.

Not

only are they a culture preserving instrument, but also
a way of acquiring competence in the modes of symbolic
behavior.

Individuals that have had direct exposure to

them have become fluent in not only the linguistic and
social gestural codes of their culture, but also the
musical codes.

Some say that the central goal of education is the
acquisition of competence in the modes of symbolic behavior.

Those who learn to drum messages or at least

decode them have had an educational experience.

They

have experienced three of the five primary modes of
symbolic behavior.

They have also transmitted the know-

ledge of their forefathers to other generations and have
thereby helped instill their values and preserve the
traditional culture.
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